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Corporate credit rating is a process to classify commercial enterprises based on their

creditworthiness. Machine learning algorithms can construct classification models, but

in general they do not tend to be 100% accurate. Since they can be used as decision

support for experts, interpretable models are desirable. Unfortunately, interpretable

models are provided by only few machine learners. Furthermore, credit rating often is

a multiclass problem with more than two rating classes. Due to this fact, multiclass

classification is often achieved via meta-algorithms using multiple binary learners.

However, most state-of-the-art meta-algorithms destroy the interpretability of binary

models. In this study, we present Thresholder, a binary interpretable threshold-based

disjunctive normal form (DNF) learning algorithm in addition to modifications of popular

multiclass meta-algorithms which maintain the interpretability of our binary classifier.

Furthermore, we present an approach to express doubt in the decision of our model.

Performance and model size are compared with other interpretable approaches for

learning DNFs (RIPPER) and decision trees (C4.5) as well as non-interpretable models

like random forests, artificial neural networks, and support vector machines. We evaluate

their performances on three real-life data sets divided into three rating classes. In this case

study all threshold-based and interpretable models perform equally well and significantly

better than other methods. Our new Thresholder algorithm builds the smallest models

while its performance is as good as the best methods of our case study. Furthermore,

Thresholder marks many potential misclassifications in advance with a doubt label

without increasing the classification error.

Keywords: credit rating, machine learning, multiclass classification, interpretability, disjunctive normal forms,

expression of doubt

1. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the economic situation of commercial enterprises is an important task because
inaccurate predictions may lead to huge financial losses. Machine learning methods using annual
accounts offer an automated and objective way to achieve high prediction rates for this task. In
any case, machine learning models may be incorrect. Therefore, these models cannot completely
replace expensive experts. Thus, our goal is to build objective models with a low prediction error
as a helpful decision support for experts in credit rating. Therefore, we additionally focus on the
interpretability of models. There are binary tasks such as insolvency prediction and multiclass tasks
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like credit rating. In machine learning, the latter case is often
reduced to several binary learning steps. This might change the
structure and increase the complexity and size of the models and
therefore may destroy their interpretability.

In the literature, the definitions for interpretability in terms
of machine learning are different. A model is called interpretable
if the importance of features is derivable [1] or if it consists
entirely of interpretable rules, no matter how many there are [2].
We suggest in our recently published study [3] that interpretable
models need to be interpretable by human beings and therefore
should consist entirely of interpretable rules, but of a reasonable
amount. Furthermore, these rules have to be connected by
interpretable operations. The less rules there are in a model the
more interpretable it becomes. The rules should have a structure
of what a human being would think of: Boolean expressions with
threshold indicators. In this work, a threshold indicator is the
Boolean indicator function of a threshold of a financial ratio.

The question may arise why models need to be interpretable
and why not simply apply black-boxmodels with a high accuracy.
Florez-Lopez and Ramon-Jeronimo [2] listed three important
benefits from interpretable models.

• Interpretable models allow to justify the decision of a refused
credit [4, 5] which is actually a legal obligation in some
countries, e.g., in the UK and the US [6].

• Managers are less likely to refuse to use a model which they
understand [7]

• Models that are understood can be combined with expert
knowledge to obtain a more powerful model [8].

Sometimes the prediction for some instances may be of a high
uncertainty. In some applications, it would be helpful to have
an I-Dont-Know-classification (IDK) label for these instances to
express doubt rather than guessing a label. These IDK-classified
instances can be treated in a more sophisticated or expensive
process. In insolvency prediction, for example, if an enterprise
is labeled solvent with a high uncertainty, the possibility to
lose the money of a granted credit to this enterprise can
be reduced by manually reevaluating this enterprise again by
experts. Technically, IDK-classifications are simply an additional
class label which does not occur in the training set. Therefore,
each multiclass model can represent IDK-classifications. There
are several challenges when dealing with IDK-classifications, like
the training process where none of these labels are observed,
finding a reasonable amount of IDK-classifications, and using a
decent error measure when evaluating the performance.

We further developed our binary Thresholder algorithm
for learning Disjunctive Normal Forms (DNFs) to output
interpretable multiclass models which can express doubt and
compared it with another DNF and Decision Tree (DT)
algorithm. We compared these three interpretable models with
some of the most popular and recently used non-interpretable
methods as well, namely Random Forests (RFs), Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs), and Support Vector Machines (SVMs).

In a binary learning setting to predict insolvency we
already showed non-inferiority for interpretable models [3].
In this paper we want to show that this does not only
work for a multiclass problem, but even better for a problem

with man-made classifications, i.e., credit ratings. Our main
finding is that the interpretable models outperform the more
sophisticated black-box models in our case study on credit
rating. This can be explained by the nature of the problem.
Insolvency is influenced by multiple economic factors. In
contrast, credit rating is based on decisions by people thinking
in interpretable ways. Thus, we assume that logical operations
on threshold indicators for financial ratios are the best choice to
reconstruct human decisions in credit rating. Furthermore, we
introduce Thresholder for interpretable multiclass models which
additionally offers the possibility to express doubt.

The remainder of this paper starts with Section 2 where
related work is presented. The utilized learning algorithms and
multiclass methods are described in Section 3. Afterwards, we
present the case study in Section 4 whose results are presented
and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper
with a brief summary of the main contributions of this paper and
an outlook on future work.

2. RELATED WORK

There are several binary classification problems in finance, e.g.,
predicting bankruptcy, insolvency, business failure, or financial
distress. Credit rating or bond rating with more than two classes
are typical multiclass classification problems. However, there are
many studies which examine these problems for only two classes.

Most studies are solely based on data obtained from annual
accounts. Despite the fact that few studies also consider
qualitative factors [9], this paper focuses on quantitative data.
A common problem is acquiring useful data sets since annual
accounts of enterprises have to be collected from different
sources, declarations of insolvency are only published for a
limited amount of time, and rating classes which are not publicly
available are determined by credit rating agencies. Therefore,
many studies suffer from small and different data sets as well.
Thus, their absolute results are not directly comparable. A second
problem of most data sets are big imbalances. Naturally, there
are less insolvent or low rated enterprises for a given time
period than solvent ones. Inhomogeneities are a third problem.
Predictions for a mixture of enterprises of different sizes, of
different industries, and with annual accounts from different
years are more difficult than they are for homogeneous data sets.

In the following, we provide a short overview of general
statistical and machine learning methods, methods for multiclass
problems, and interpretable models in finance.

2.1. Machine Learning in Finance in
General
The following is a short overview about prior studies on
binary financial problems using statistical and machine learning
approaches. It shows which methods are used and that in most
studies at least one of the data problems stated above is present.

One of the first studies on business failure uses an univariate
model [10]. Afterwards, rather simple methods like (linear)
Multiple Discriminant Analysiss (MDAs) [11–13], logit models
[14–16], and probit models [17, 18] were used.
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Later, these simple methods were outperformed and replaced
by the very famous ANNs [19–22] and SVMs [23–26]. Both are
the most popular methods to the present day.

An alternative to the two black-box methods above are
interpretable methods like DTs [27, 28], Regression trees [29],
Rough Set Theory (RST) [30–32], and DNFs [33–35] which
are also referred to as rule sets. Especially newer studies yield
comparable results to SVMs and ANNs.

The newest approaches mainly concentrate on ensemble
learning algorithms in combination with boosting and bagging
[36–41] to increase the performance of existing algorithms.

A detailed overview of the history ofmethods used on business
data can be found in Balcaen and Ooghe [42] and Dimitras et al.
[43]. A general survey on bagging and other ensemble techniques
in bankruptcy prediction can be found in Verikas et al. [44].

2.2. Machine Learning in Finance for
Multiclass Credit Rating
Most of the studies on multiclass credit rating propose SVMs
or ANNs. However, interpretable DNFs or DTs are hardly ever
considered.

Huang et al. [45] performed a credit rating comparing
methods for improved accuracy of SVMs and improved
interpretability through feature extraction for ANNs. However,
they realized that only a slight performance improvement of
SVMs was achieved. They worked with five different rating
classes.

Instead of a credit rating a bond rating with six classes was
done by Cao et al. [46]. They tested different multiclass methods
for SVMs and compared these results with ANNs and logit
models. A main finding was that few features are not only
sufficient, but can even improve the accuracy. They achieved an
accuracy gain of about 2%.

Hájek [47] proposed different ANNs for municipal credit
rating and compared them with classification trees and SVMs.
Probabilistic neural networks obtained the best results. However,
the interpretable classification trees achieved good results as well.
They used four and nine classes and concluded that only small
lists of features determine the classification.

Kim and Ahn [48] performed a credit rating with four classes.
They propose new multiclass methods for SVMs and compare
them with other methods. Their method outperformed the rest,
but only with an advantage of less than 1%.

Guo et al. [49] studied credit rating with four classes as
well. They used a support vector domain combined with a
fuzzy clustering algorithm and compared it with different SVM
multiclass methods. Their approach outperformed conventional
multiclass methods with less than 2%.

A credit rating with 16 classes was performed by Kwon et al.
[50]. They used double ensemble approaches containing bagging
and boosting to significantly improve DTs.

2.3. Interpretable Models in Finance
There are general approaches that try to simplify non-
interpretable models. They render models interpretable
by extracting rules or pointing out feature importance.

Some approaches combine interpretable models to a more
accurate but bigger interpretable model.

There are approaches to make ANNs more interpretable [4,
51–55]. Some approaches try to simplify black-box models like
SVMs [56] and show interpretations for single data points or
extract rules as well [57, 58]. These approaches try to extract rules
which do only represent an approximation of the original model.
This decreases the accuracy of the models. Some researchers
combine interpretable rules [1, 2] to achieve better results of
interpretable models. For all methods above there is a tradeoff
between accuracy and interpretability. Models gain accuracy by
getting bigger and thus lose interpretability. Vice versa, non-
interpretable models lose accuracy by becoming interpretable.
Although, the loss in accuracy often is very small.

In finance, most studies concentrate on improving the
prediction accuracy. There are few studies dealing with
interpretability of models, especially for multiclass problems.
One of these studies was performed by Kim et al. [59] on a small
data set to predict six class bond rating. They compared DTs,
ANNs, MDAs, and logit models. ANNs performed much better
than the rest. However, this study dates back to 1993, the data set
is very small, and DT algorithms have evolved a lot since then. As
mentioned above, Huang et al. [45] improved interpretability in
credit rating through feature extraction for ANNs.

For binary problems in finance, research has shown that
already existing interpretable models are not necessarily worse
than more complex models. Jones et al. [60] concluded that
simpler and more interpretable classifiers like logit, probit, and
MDAs performed comparatively well to ANNs and SVMs when
predicting rating changes. Virág and Nyitrai [61] studied RST
for bankruptcy prediction. They showed that this interpretable
model is competitive to ANNs and SVMs. We showed in a prior
study [3] that interpretable models are not inferior to black-box
models in insolvency prediction, by comparing DTs, DNFs, RFs,
ANNs, and SVMs.

On a final note, Hand [5] argues that “the apparent
superiority of more sophisticated methods may be something
of an illusion.” He showed that for many cases the marginal
gain of sophisticated and ensemble models is small compared
to simple models. Section 2.2 shows similar observations for
most multiclass credit rating studies. Nevertheless, we appreciate
the work on sophisticated methods because classification
performance is still a more important factor for a classifier than
interpretability.

In this study, we examine interpretable multiclass models for
a three-class credit rating. We consider the interpretable model
classes of DTs and DNFs using different learning algorithms to
build the models. The model size is restricted to obtain small
and interpretable models. We compare them with the most
common methods, namely ANNs and SVMs. RFs are used to
represent combined interpretable models using thresholds. We
compare the multiclass methods used by Guo et al. [49] and an
ensemble method representatively for the work of Kwon et al.
[50]. Furthermore, we use our new approach to express doubt in
the classification. Three data sets with annual accounts of 1256
trading, 1361 construction, and 1066 financial enterprises are
used for a three-class credit rating.
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3. METHODS USED FOR CREDIT RATING

In this paper, the following models are studied:

• Thresholder DNFs,
• RIPPER DNFs,
• C4.5 DTs,
• RBF-networks (ANNs),
• RFs,
• Linear SVMs (L-SVMs),
• RBF-kernel SVMs (R-SVMs), and
• Polynomial-kernel SVMs (P-SVMs).

In this section, we describe the three interpretable already
published (binary) learning algorithms for DNFs and DTs
in detail. Afterwards, there will be description of common
multiclass methods, followed by a discussion of their
interpretability. At last, we present our new multiclass approach
to obtain interpretable multiclass models using Thresholder.
The Thresholder algorithm and the multiclass methods were
implemented by us. For the other algorithms the implementation
of the WEKA learning framework [62] was used.

3.1. Known Interpretable Learning
Algorithms Used
We use three algorithms to build interpretable models; our
Thresholder algorithm, as well as the RIPPER algorithm to build
DNFs, and the famous C4.5 algorithm to build DTs.

A DNF is a disjunction of monomialsm with a conjunction of
literals l

DNF =m1 ∨m2 ∨ . . . ∨ mr

= (l1,1 ∧ l1,2 ∧ . . . ∧ l1,p)
∨ (l2,1 ∧ l2,2 ∧ . . . ∧ l2,p)
∨ . . .

∨ (lr,1 ∧ lr,2 ∧ . . . ∧ lr,p),

with r monomials and p literals per monomial. We call
these literals threshold indicators. If this formula is fulfilled,
the instance will be classified positive, otherwise negative.
The literature calls DNFs rulesets as well and the containing
monomials rules. This is likewise correct, but less precise as well.

A DT is a binary tree with threshold indicators as nodes which
split the input space. The leaves determine the classification.

3.1.1. Thresholder Algorithm for Learning DNFs
We have recently published the binary classification version
of this Thresholder algorithm [3] so we provide only a short
overview. This algorithm is a greedy heuristic and calculates a
DNF model of threshold indicators. In the base algorithm, each
monomial’s threshold is calculated step by step. This is achieved
by considering each feature value of the instances as a possible
upper and lower threshold candidate and selecting the best one.
If all p thresholds are calculated or there is no further benefit in
adding thresholds, the algorithm builds the next monomial.

We improved this greedy approach using a semi-greedy
algorithm. For each monomial in the DNF, we calculate n
monomial candidates m1,m2, . . . ,mn simultaneously, with the
first threshold indicator of dimension 1, 2, . . . , n. The following

threshold indicators of each monomial candidate are calculated
greedy as before. The best of these n monomial candidates is
added as monomial to the DNF. This decision is made according
to the classification error of the DNF using this monomial
candidate. Afterwards, the next monomial is calculated in the
same way.

To further improve the heuristic, we use post-pruning which
is adapted from the C4.5 DT algorithm. We build a bigger DNF
than intended and afterwards prune some threshold indicators
to obtain a different DNF. Like the improvement above, this
technique should compensate for the greediness of the approach.
The process of building the DNF involves adding one literal
after another. In contrast, the pruning technique deletes multiple
literals at any position in the DNF. Our pruning technique has
three parameters pruning complexity pc, pruning error pe, and
pruning size ps and works as follows: remove the set of 1 . . . pc
threshold indicators or the monomial, whichever worsens the
error of the model at least. Repeat this until the error worsens
by at most pe. Depending on the value of pe, this might increase
the training error slightly, but decreases overfitting and therefore
might decrease the generalization error. The third parameter
ps restricts the maximum size of the model measured by the
number of threshold indicators. Pruning will not stop until model
size is equal or below ps. This parameter controls the degree
of interpretability. For reducing the generalization error, these
pruning parameters should be selected on a separate data set.

There are several generalization parameters which also allow
for the output models to be adjusted to one’s needs. The
maximum number of literals andmonomials is adjustable, as well
as the pruning parameters allowing to output models of a certain
size.

This algorithm was already successfully used in this form for
a binary problem [3]. For this study, we applied only a few
improvements for the pruning part. Further, we added parameter
ps that prunes the DNF until a certain model size is reached.
Especially for small values of ps, it is important to prune the
DNF to exactly size ps + pc and, afterwards, to prune the
remaining pc literals all at once. This enhances the performance
and minimizes the influence of the greediness of the pruning
algorithm. Additionally, the option to prune a monomial as a
whole was added. We added some performance improvements
as well such as lowering pc for bigger model sizes because it
exponentially increases computation time with regard to the
model size.

3.1.2. RIPPER Algorithm for Learning DNFs
Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction
(RIPPER) is an improvement to IREP [63] and was introduced
by Cohen [64]. RIPPER is a greedy heuristic, which grows
monomials, prunes them, and then adds them to a DNF. To
achieve this, the training set is randomly partitioned into a
growing set and a pruning set. After that, one monomial at a
time is calculated, using the growing set. The selection of literals
is based on the metric precision - false discovery rate. After a
monomial is calculated, it is pruned using the pruning set and
accuracy as the performance measure. The pruned monomial
is added to the DNF. Instances covered by the monomial are
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deleted. The heuristic stops, if all positive instances are covered
or the description length of the DNF is more than a certain
parameter larger than the smallest description length of the
monomials obtained so far. The DNF is post-processed in an
optimization phase, which optimizes the monomials step by step
by creating a replacement and a revision of the monomial. The
replacement is created by growing and then pruning a new
rule, where pruning minimizes the error of the entire DNF. The
revision is created the same way, but starts with the original rule
instead of an empty rule. A decision is made by the minimum
description length (MDL) heuristic [65], whether the original
monomial should or should not be exchanged by the replacement
or the revision.

Important parameters are the number of folds which are used
for pruning and the generalization parameter which determines
the minimum number of instances in a rule.

3.1.3. C4.5 Algorithm for Learning DTs
C4.5 is a widely used DT algorithm developed by Quinlan [66]
based on the ID3 algorithm [67]. The information gain criterion
is used to split the data by creating the nodes of the tree. After it
is grown, the tree is pruned by remove branches which are not
helpful for the classification. This avoids overfitting and reduces
the size of the model.

Important generalization parameters are the confidence factor
which controls the amount of pruning and theminimumnumber
of instances in a leaf.

3.2. Known Multiclass Meta-Algorithms
Used
Multiclass classification problems have more than two different
label values for their classes. Many learning algorithms naturally
support only binary classification, like SVMs. However, there
are meta-algorithms which turn binary learning algorithms
to multiclass classifiers by using multiple binary learning
algorithms.

3.2.1. All-at-once
Some classifiers naturally support training multiple classes all at
once. Tree-based models like DTs and RFs can assign arbitrary
label values in their leaves. Since DNFs are Boolean expressions,
they naturally support only binary classification. ANNs classify
multiple classes by usingmultiple output nodes with a probability
for each label. SVMs cannot handle multiclass learning problems
naturally.

3.2.2. One-vs-one
This method [68] combines binary classifiers to multiclass
classifiers and therefore naturally allows binary classifiers like
SVMs to be used for multiclass problems. There are classifiers

trained for each pair of labels resulting in l(l−1)
2 classifiers where

l is the number of labels. For an ordinal multiclass problem, each
label ci is trained against each label cj > ci. The predicted label is

a majority vote of the l(l−1)
2 classifiers. In case of a tie, a decision

must be made, e.g., by using the smaller class index.

3.2.3. One-vs-rest
Like the one-vs-one method, this method trains multiple binary
classifiers [69]. There is one classifier trained for each label.
Each label ci = 1 . . . l is trained against the rest. Again, the final
decision is a majority vote of all classifiers. If label ci wins against
the rest, it gets a vote. Again, the final decision is a majority vote.

Compared to one-vs-one, an advantage of this method is the
smaller runtime which is linear in the number of labels. On
the contrary, the binary training is more expensive, because the
training set consists of the whole data set. A disadvantage is the
imbalance between the data of label ci and the data of the merged
rest in the training set where in general the latter is probably
much bigger. Furthermore, it is problematic that for this method
a tie is muchmore likely than for the one-vs-onemethod, because
a label can only get either one or no vote. This problem can be
solved by using probability estimates for each class as a vote.

3.2.4. One-vs-next
One-vs-next and one-vs-followers (explained below) are both
methods for ordinal multiclass problems. Originally, Kwon et al.
[70] proposed this method for ANNs. Later, this method was
adopted for other methods like SVMs [48].

The idea is to train l − 1 classifiers to differentiate between
label ci and ci−1 for ci = l . . . 1. If the first classifier decides for
the higher class, then this will be the final classification. However,
if the classifier decides for the lower class, the next classifier will
be evaluated. This is repeated until either the higher classification
is chosen or the last classifier is evaluated with a final decision.
Advantages of this method are fewer classifiers and balanced
data sets. Furthermore, this method preserves interpretability of
interpretable binary classifiers by simply cascading them.

3.2.5. One-vs-followers
Like the one-vs-next approach, this method works on ordinal
multiclass problems. The difference is what label ci is compared
to. It is not only compared to ci−1, but to all labels cj = i− 1 . . . 0.
This leads to the same amount of classifiers. Similarly to the
one-vs-rest approach it leads to imbalanced training data sets.
This method also maintains interpretability since it uses the same
hypothesis class as the one-vs-next method.

3.3. New Thresholder Algorithm for
Learning Cascaded DNFs
As mentioned above, DTs are naturally interpretable multiclass
classifier. Interpretable DNF multiclass classification can be
obtained by cascading number of labels l− 1 binary DNF
classifiers which classify one class with one DNF consecutively.
This cascade of DNFs can be seen as a decision list of DNFs.
Algorithm 1 shows how such a classification is achieved. Since
this model is basically an interpretable decision list which grows
only linearly in size with the number of class labels, it can be
considered an interpretable multiclass model.

RIPPER uses this model for multiclass classification. To build
such a classifier, the algorithm orders the classes of the data set
ascending by their size c1, . . . , cl and trains DNF1, . . . ,DNFl−1

using labels c1, . . . , cl−1 as positive data and labels
⋃

(ci, i >

1), . . . ,
⋃

(ci, i > l − 1) as negative data. The training leads
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Algorithm 1 | Cascaded DNF classifier.

Input : DNFs DNF1, . . . ,DNFl−1, label assignments
cDNF1 , . . . , cDNFl , unknown instance X

Output: Predicted class of X

if DNF1(X) then return cx1 ;
else if DNF2(X) then return cx2 ;
...
else if DNFl−1(X) then return cxl−1

;
else return cxl ;

to a cascaded DNF as described in Algorithm 1. This method
is basically the one-vs-followers approach with a different class
ordering.

3.3.1. Learning Cascaded DNFs
For our Thresholder algorithm we use all multiclass strategies
from Section 3.2 and convert them into an interpretable form.
As mentioned above, the one-vs-next and one-vs-followers
approaches already yield an interpretable form since they are
trained according to Algorithm 1 with an ordering of class labels.
The one-vs-one and one-vs-rest approaches are more difficult
because the resulting majority votes consist of interpretable
parts, but the whole classifiers are not interpretable, like RFs.
In our approach, we solve this problem by transforming them
into cascaded DNFs. We achieve this by using Boolean algebra
to calculate conjunctions and negations of DNFs. Before we
explain this algorithm in detail, we show how applying these two
operations on DNFs will maintain the DNFs every time.

3.3.1.1. Conjunctions and negations of DNFs
The conjunction of two DNFs can be transformed back into a
single DNF using the distributive property and the associative
property of Boolean algebra as seen below. The disjunction of
two DNFs is automatically a disjunction of all monomials and
therefore a new DNF.

DNF1 ∨ DNF2
= (ml ∨ . . . ∨mr) ∨ (m′

1 ∨ . . . ∨m′
2)

= DNF1∨2

The conjunction of a DNF and a literal is a new
DNF with a conjunction of this literal with each
monomial.

l ∧ DNF1
= l ∧ (m1 ∨ . . . ∨mr)
= (l ∧m1) ∨ . . . ∨ (l ∧mr)
= (l ∧ l1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ l1,p) ∨ . . . ∨ (l ∧ lr,1 ∧ . . . ∧ lr,p)
= DNFl∧1

Using the two formulae above, the conjunction of two DNFs can
be transformed into a single DNF.

DNF1 ∧ DNF2
= (m1 ∨ . . . ∨mr) ∧ DNF2
= (m1 ∧ DNF2) ∨ . . . ∨ (mr ∧ DNF2)

=
(

(l1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ l1,p) ∧ DNF2
)

∨ . . .∨
(

(lr,1 ∧ . . . ∧ lr,p) ∧ DNF2
)

=
(

l1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ (l1,p ∧ DNF2)
)

∨ . . .∨
(

lr,1 ∧ . . . ∧ (lr,p ∧ DNF2)
)

= DNF1∧2

The negation of a DNF can be calculated using De Morgan’s
and distributive laws as seen below. Threshold indicators can be
negated by inverting the relational operator, i.e., changing “>” to
“≤” and vice versa. Using this, the negation of a monomial can be
calculated.

m1

= (l1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ l1,p)

= (l1,1 ∨ . . . ∨ l1,p)

The conjunction of two negated monomials can be transformed
into a DNF by using every combination of one literal per
monomial as a new monomial.

m1 ∧m2

= (l1,1 ∨ . . . ∨ l1,p) ∧ (l2,1 ∨ . . . ∨ l2,p)

= (l1,1 ∧ l2,1) ∨ . . . ∨ (l1,1 ∧ l2,p) ∨ . . .∨

(l1,p ∧ l2,1) ∨ . . . ∨ (l1,p ∧ l2,p)

And finally, the negation of a DNF, which is a conjunctive normal
form, can be transformed into a DNF as well using the formulae
above.

DNF1
= m1 ∨ . . . ∨mr

= m1 ∧ . . . ∧mr

= DNF1

Calculating the conjunction or negation of a DNF
exponentially increases the amount of threshold
indicators, a problem which will be addressed later in
Section 3.3.1.3.

3.3.1.2. Interpretable one-vs-one and one-vs-rest classifiers
Since the data sets of our case study have three classes,
we explain our algorithm only for the three class case for
reasons of simplicity. However, it can easily be extended to n
classes.

We denote DNFivj the binary classifier which is trained with
label j as positive and label i as negative data. Taking an instance
of the data set as parameter, it returns true for label j and false
for label i. The majority vote of the three one-vs-one classifiers
DNF0v1,DNF0v2, andDNF1v2 votes for label 2 only ifDNF0v2 and
DNF1v2 both return true. It votes for label 1 only if DNF0v1 and
DNF2v1 = DNF1v2 both return true. It votes for label 0 if DNF0v1
andDNF0v2 both return false. Otherwise, there is a tie. In this case
we assign label 0 as well.

Firstly, we train DNF0v1, DNF0v2, and DNF1v2 similar to
the normal one-vs-one approach. Afterwards, we build two
cascaded DNFs using the conjunctions and negations of DNFs
representing the majority votes as seen above. An alternative
method is to directly train the negated DNF from the data instead
of calculating it. This requires one additional training step. Both
methods are shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 | Indirect and direct method for interpretable
one-vs-one DNF classifiers.

Input : Training sample U, unknown instance X
Output: Predicted class of X

train DNF0v1 on U;
train DNF0v2 on U;
train DNF1v2 on U;

DNF2v1: = DNF1v2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

indirect method

OR train DNF2v1 on U
︸ ︷︷ ︸

direct method

;

if DNF0v2(X) ∧ DNF1v2(X) then
return 2

else if DNF0v1(X) ∧ DNF2v1(X) then
return 1

else
return 0

end

We denote DNF(i,j)vk the binary classifier which is trained with
label i and j as negative and label k as positive data. Taking an
instance of the data set as parameter, it returns true for label k
and false for label i or j. The interpretable one-vs-rest classifier
returns a positive classification for class k only if DNF(i,j)vk
returns true, DNF(k,i)vj returns false, and DNF(j,k)vi returns false.
Like the interpretable one-vs-one method, this method exists in
an indirect and direct version. Algorithm 3 shows this procedure
in detail.

Algorithm 3 | Indirect and direct method for interpretable
one-vs-rest DNF classifiers.

Input : Training sample U, unknown instance X
Output: Predicted class of X

train DNF(1,2)v0 on U;
train DNF(0,2)v1 on U;
train DNF(0,1)v2 on U;

DNF0v(1,2): = DNF(1,2)v0 OR train DNF0v(1,2) on U;

DNF1v(0,2): = DNF(0,2)v1 OR train DNF1v(0,2) on U;

DNF2v(0,1): = DNF(0,1)v2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

indirect method

OR train DNF2v(0,1) on U
︸ ︷︷ ︸

direct method

;

if DNF(0,1)v2(X) ∧ DNF0v(1,2)(X) ∧ DNF1v(0,2)(X) then
return 2

else if DNF(0,2)v1(X) ∧ DNF0v(1,2)(X) ∧ DNF2v(0,1)(X) then
return 1

else
return 0

end

3.3.1.3. Simplification and pruning of cascaded DNFs
As mentioned above, the conjunction and negation operations
for DNFs increase the size of the resulting cascaded DNFs
exponentially, a problem which does not exist for directly
calculated models from the one-vs-next and one-vs-followers
approaches. However, in these bigger DNFs, many rules are
redundant and can be pruned for simplification.

If a monomial contains multiple threshold indicators of the
same dimension and orientation, the less restrictive ones can be
discarded without changing the logic of the Boolean formula. In
this example, the first threshold indicator can be discarded

Solvent =
(

(Cash flow > 1.45 mil. BC) ∧
(Cash flow > 1.5 mil. BC) ∧
(RoI > 9.5%)

)

∨ . . ..

Whole monomials can be discarded as well; consider the example
of the conjunction of twomonomialsm1 andm2, wherem1 is less
restrictive thanm2 in every threshold

Solvent =
(

(Cash flow > 1.45 mil. BC) ∧ (RoI > 9.5%)
)

∨
(

(Cash flow > 1.5 mil. BC) ∧ (RoI > 10%)
)

∨ . . ..

Then, m2 can be pruned and m1 already represents the
conjunction.

Using these conversions, which do not touch the outcome of
the formulae, the size of the cascaded DNF shrinks significantly.
Nevertheless, the model size might become clearly bigger than
directly calculated models since there might be monomials which
are not exactly as restrictive, but only almost as restrictive as other
monomials

Solvent =
(

(Cash flow > 1.45 mil. BC) ∧ (RoI > 9.5%)
)

∨
(

(Cash flow > 1.4 mil. BC) ∧ (RoI > 10%)
)

∨ . . ..

Pruning them would change the logic of the formula, but in
practice this might only affect very few instances indicating the
usage of post pruning. Therefore, we apply the same pruning
algorithm for both a single DNF and the cascaded DNF classifier.

After all, we have six interpretable multiclass methods
implemented for our Thresholder algorithm, namely

• one-vs-next,
• one-vs-followers,
• one-vs-one(-indirect),
• one-vs-one-direct,
• one-vs-rest(-indirect), and
• one-vs-rest-direct.

All of these methods are trained with an ascending and
descending order of the class labels in a three-fold-cross-
validation of the training data to chose the better order. The all-
at-once method of our Thresholder trains all of the six methods
above in a three-fold-cross-validation and chooses the best one.
When there is a tie, it chooses the one with the smaller model size.

3.3.2. IDK-Classification for Cascaded DNFs
IDK-labels are assigned by classifiers, but cannot be observed in
training data sets. We propose to assign IDK-classifications when
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a tie of the one-vs-one and one-vs-rest multiclass method occurs.
Therefore, all classifiers using these methods can implement
IDK-classification.

However, we want to go one step further and develop
interpretable models using IDK-classifications. In the previous
section, we presented interpretable one-vs-one and one-vs-rest
multiclass methods for Thresholder. We assign the label 0 in case
of a tie. However, if we add an l-th DNF to our cascade, we can
distinguish between label 0 and a tie which we can assign an
IDK-classification. Algorithm 4 shows this procedure for the one-
vs-one method. IDK-classification using the one-vs-rest method
works similar.

The all-at-once method of Thresholder using IDK-
classifications uses only the four multiclass methods which
support IDK-classifications, i.e., the two versions of one-vs-one
and one-vs-rest.

Algorithm 4 | Indirect and direct method for interpretable
one-vs-one DNF classifiers using IDK-classifications.

Input : Training sample U, unknown instance X
Output: Predicted class of X

train DNF0v1 on U;
train DNF0v2 on U;
train DNF1v2 on U;

DNF2v1: = DNF1v2 OR train DNF2v1 on U;

DNF1v0: = DNF0v1 OR train DNF1v0 on U;

DNF2v0: = DNF0v2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

indirect method

OR train DNF2v0 on U
︸ ︷︷ ︸

direct method

;

if DNF0v2(X) ∧ DNF1v2(X) then
return 2

else if DNF0v1(X) ∧ DNF2v1(X) then
return 1

else if DNF1v0(X) ∧ DNF2v0(X) then
return 0

else
return 3 (IDK)

end

Compared to the basic one-vs-one method, the model size
is increased by one additional DNF and the training involves
negating or training two additional DNFs. As before, the model
size can be controlled via pruning. Furthermore, using different
values of τ , pruning can control the amount of IDK-assignments.
Decreasing τ should result in an increase of IDK-classifications
and an increase of the classification error.

4. CASE STUDY

This section describes the database which we use for credit rating.
It addresses the experiments we ran, the settings we used and the
process of evaluation.

4.1. Data
This case study is based on the DAFNE database by the credit
bureau [71]. In our previous study on insolvency prediction [3],
we worked with a much older version of this database with a

TABLE 1 | Number of enterprises of each rating class as they appear in

our data sets.

Data set Low Medium High Total

Wholesale and retail trade 256 500 500 1256

Construction 361 500 500 1361

Finance 62 500 504 1066

TABLE 2 | The nine financial ratios used in this study.

Revenue

Net income

Profit margin

Capital-debt ratio

Equity ratio

Cash flow

Current maturities

Return on equity (RoE)

Return on investment (RoI)

big number of inhomogeneous enterprises of different industries,
sizes, and years of annual accounts. This time we obtained more
homogeneous data. Thus, we were able to work with a random
selection of three separate data sets roughly containing 1000
to 1500 enterprises of the industries wholesale and retail trade,
construction, and finance. Each data set contains mostly German
and only very big enterprises1 with annual accounts from 2013
divided into three rating classes. The highest rating matches
Standard and Poor’s AAA to BB+ rating classes, the medium
rating matches BB to B, and the lowest rating matches B− to
D. The idea was to find 500 enterprises for each industry and
rating class, but since enterprises with the lowest rating are
comparatively rare, this requirement could not be met. Details
about the actual numbers can be found in Table 1.

The features of the data sets are directly taken or calculated
from annual accounts, i.e., balance sheets and income statements.
Many of these features contain missing values since only a few
financial ratios are required to be published in an annual financial
statement. We discarded all features that were not at least 90%
complete. All features which were not used in our previous
study [3] and which are just single values from balance sheets
or income statements were discarded as well. Performing this
feature selection, we ended up with nine financial ratios as shown
in Table 2.

The missing values had to be replaced with some numerical
values. Experiments with different replacement strategies
have shown that missing values provide rating information.
Enterprises with a low rating tend to have more missing values.
Therefore, our replacement strategy for missing values is using
the value zero instead of mean, median or other estimators. This
value isolates the information and can easily be recognized in
the resulting model. Our data sets are randomly drawn subsets
of bigger data sets of the Creditreform. Thus, the distribution of
missing values should represent the distribution of the missing

1Enterprise size is a feature in the database and its calculation is undocumented.
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values of the bigger data sets. Since this distribution is not
altered, missing values are a legitimate discrimination criterion.

4.2. Experiments
We have chosen the classification error as a performance
measure. According to the related literature this is a common
measure for multiclass problems in finance. Since the data is
split randomly, repetitions slightly change results. Therefore,
we performed 20 repetitions and took the mean value of these
results. Then we tested the statistical significance between the
different methods using Welch’s t-test [72] and the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [73] for pairwise error and model size
comparisons. We denoted results as significantly different, if the
p-value was below 0.01.

For the error rate in case of IDK-classifications, we use a
parameter τ to penalize assignments of this class. As stated
by Alpaydin [74], choosing τ = 0, an IDK-classification is
always assigned. Choosing τ = 1, an IDK-classification is never
assigned. Therefore, the parameter should be chosen that 0 <

τ < 1. Therefore, we have chosen τ = 0.67, i.e., the probability
of guessing the wrong label in the three class case.

There are different measures for the model size of DNFs
and DTs. The size of a DT can be measured by the size of the
tree which is the number of nodes (threshold indicators) and
the number of leaves (output values). This measure is used in
WEKA as well [62]. Possible measures for the DNF size are the
number of rules as used in WEKA [62] and the total number of
threshold indicators [75]2. Since the first measure only counts
the number of monomials and does not take the size of the
monomials into account at all, we consider the secondmeasure to
be more appropriate to quantify model size and interpretability.
However, simply using the latter measure for cascaded DNFs
would result in an unfair advantage over DTs. Hence, we have
to add the number of output values which is the number of single
DNFs+1.

The algorithms from Section 3.1 were evaluated using the
standard procedure which splits the data randomly into a 67%
training and 33% test split. Since standard parameters are
not always the best choice, a three-fold cross-validation was
applied to the training set for the parameter selection of all
algorithms.

We evaluated all learning algorithms of Section 3.1 in
combination with all multiclass methods from Section 3.2.
The one-vs-one and one-vs-rest methods were applied in two
different ways. Thresholder used the indirect and direct method
(Section 3.3.1.2). All other algorithms used the normal method
with majority votes and a modified method with probability
estimates as votes. To test whether the learning algorithms can
be further improved by ensemble learning, we exemplarily tested
the one-vs-one method with boosted classifiers using AdaBoost
with 10 boosting iterations.

We experimented with different parameter values for the
algorithms to find an ideal and fair setting for each of
them to represent their performance. This resulted in sets
of parameter values where the final setting is selected using

2Technically they use the number of rules multiplied by the mean rule size.

TABLE 3 | Parameter sets used for the learning algorithms.

Algorithm Parameters used

Thresholder Max. number of literals p = 5

Max. number of clauses r = 5

Max. number of thresholds in a single DNF pssingle = 7

Prune at most pc = 4 literals at once

Prune only if error worsens by at most pe = 0.001

Max. number of thresholds in the cascaded DNF

ps = {2;3; 4;6; 8;10}

C4.5 Confidence factor used for pruning

C = {0.005;0.01;0.02}

Min. number of instances per leaf

M = {10;20;50}

RIPPER Number of folds for growing/pruning F = {2;3; 4}

Min. number of instances per rule N = {1;2; 4}

Number of optimization runs O = 2

RF Number of trees I = {4; 6;10}

Max. depth of the trees d = {2;5; 10}

ANN Number of RBF-functions B = {10;20;30}

Min. width of RBF-functions W = {1; 10;100}

L-SVM Complexity parameter

C = {100;500; 1000;5000;10000}

Normalize data

P-SVM Exponent in polynomial function E = {2; 3;4}

Complexity parameter C = {10;100; 1000}

Normalize data

R-SVM γ in RBF-function G = {0.01; 0.1; 1}

Complexity parameter C = {10;100; 1000}

Normalize data

For each algorithm all parameter combinations of these values are used.

a three-fold-cross-validation. For details of the parameter
sets see Table 3. Parameters of interpretable models were
chosen only based on their performance regardless of model
size.

In a second experiment we tried different generalization
parameters for all interpretable models of the all-at-once
multiclass method. We started with the parameter settings of
the previous experiments and changed the values stepwise in a
way that the model size of the last parameter combination was
five or lower. This is the smallest model size which allows for
a separation of three classes. For details see Table 4. That way,
we can evaluate a model’s performance compared to its size.
Lowering the model size is desirable, because a lower model size
increases interpretability.

A third experiment was performed to study the behavior of
IDK-classifications.We tested all algorithms in combination with
all multiclass methods supporting IDK-classification, i.e., one-
vs-one and one-vs-rest. Additionally, we evaluated Thresholder
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using different values of τ . Although we tried different values
of τ in the training process, τ is always fixed to 0.67 when
testing the model. This allows for a proper evaluation. Since we
are more interested in the performance using IDK-classifications
and model size is of second rank, we use the parameters from
Table 3.

TABLE 4 | The six different generalization parameter sets used for

evaluating the correlation between classification error and model size.

Para. Thresholder C4.5 RIPPER

P1 ps = {2;3; 4;6; 8; 10} M = {10;20;50} N = {1;2; 4}

P2 ps = {2;3; 4;6; 8} M = 20 N = 5

P3 ps = {2;3; 4;6} M = 30 N = 10

P4 ps = {2; 3;4} M = 40 N = 20

P5 ps = {2;3} M = 50 N = 50

P6 ps = {2} M = 60 N = 100

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the results of the three experiments of the
case study are shown and discussed. The experiments were
performed as described above. Welch’s t-test and the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test both yielded almost always the same results
for our experiments. If they disagreed, result were denoted as
significantly different.

In the following tables, the abbreviation err refers to the error
rate and size to the model size.

5.1. Performance of All Models and
Methods
Table 5 shows the error rates for all three data sets, learning
algorithms, andmulticlass methods. Figure 1 visualizes the mean
error rates for the three data sets and shows that all algorithms
for interpretable models and RFs perform similarly well and are
much better than other algorithms. Different multiclass methods

TABLE 5 | Error rates of learning algorithms and multiclass methods in percent.

Algorithm All One One One One One One Boosting

-at- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- (one

once one one rest rest next followers -vs-

direct/prob. direct/prob. one)

(A) TRADE DATA SET

Thresholder 4.8 5.0 5.1 5.0 5.2 4.6 4.9 5.8

C4.5 4.8 5.2 5.5 5.2 5.0 5.4 5.4 5.3

RIPPER 4.7 4.2+ 4.2+ 5.1 5.0 4.7 4.5i 4.9

RF 4.9 4.9 4.2+ 4.9 4.8 5.0 4.6 5.1

ANN* 19.2 11.6 12.0 16.1 18.2 11.5 13.4 11.7

L-SVM* 7.9 10.5 20.3 28.4 8.2 7.5 8.2

P-SVM* 8.1 13.1 18.1 22.6 8.4 8.1 9.6

R-SVM* 13.0 12.9 22.4 25.4 12.0 13.0 11.9

(B) CONSTRUCTION DATA SET

Thresholder 8.8 8.8 8.4i 9.4 9.2 9.2 9.0 11.5

C4.5 8.6 8.9 8.2+ 8.2+ 8.8 8.4 8.3 10.4

RIPPER 8.4i 8.7 8.9 9.9 9.7 8.5 8.7 11.1

RF 8.8 10.0 9.1 10.6 10.3 9.5 9.5 9.6

ANN* 18.5 18.2 18.0 27.9 28.5 19.1 17.8 18.1

L-SVM* 13.8 16.1 37.1 33.4 14.3 14.3 14.5

P-SVM* 15.4 17.8 25.5 26.4 16.9 16.5 17.2

R-SVM* 16.2 17.0 24.5 26.2 15.6 15.5 16.5

(C) FINANCE DATA SET.

Thresholder 16.6 16.6 17.0 17.0 17.5 17.2 17.0 28.4

C4.5 16.0i 16.5 15.8+ 16.0 17.0 15.9 16.6 20.4

RIPPER 16.8 17.6 17.9 17.2 16.9 17.0 17.9 20.4

RF* 18.4 18.3 17.4 20.2 18.8 17.6 17.4 18.5

ANN* 32.6 32.7 32.2 36.1 36.5 33.4 32.9 33.2

L-SVM* 36.9 37.1 37.1 41.1 36.5 35.8 36.3

P-SVM* 30.6 29.1 30.8 31.9 30.1 30.2 29.9

R-SVM* 30.9 29.9 34.4 35.3 32.3 31.0 32.6

There are marks, if the best result for an algorithm (*) is significantly worse than the overall best result (+). The best interpretable result is marked with i .
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do only affect the performance of the non-thresholds-based
algorithms. Boosting does not significantly increase performance.
In fact, in most cases it tends to overfit and slightly decreases it.

This experiment shows that interpretable algorithms perform
best. Moreover, all of them have a similar classification error.
RFs perform slightly worse only for the finance data set. All
other non-interpretable algorithms perform significantly worse.
Thus, the best performing algorithms are all threshold-based.
There is quite a big gap between the error rates of the threshold-
based algorithms and the rest, as can be seen in Figure 1. The
figure shows that the mean gap over the three data sets is
almost always about 10% or higher for each multiclass method
which means about twice as many misclassifications. Despite
the fact that this figure only plots the mean values for all data
sets, it reflects the relative results of each data set as well.
Different multiclass methods do not influence the performance
of threshold-based algorithms to a great extend. Nevertheless, for
ANNs and SVMs, there is a big performance drop when using
the one-vs-rest method which was observed in other studies
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FIGURE 1 | Mean error values of learning algorithms and multiclass

methods for all data sets.

[48, 49, 76] as well. The remaining multiclass methods only
show marginal differences among each other. For these data sets,
using methods with probability estimates is almost always worse
than using methods with simple votes. When ignoring the badly
performing one-vs-rest methods, SVMs perform better than
ANNs as observed by Kim and Ahn [48]. The simple L-SVMs
perform slightly better than the more sophisticated P-SVMs and
R-SVMs on the trade and construction data set. The ensemble
learningmethod boosting slightly increases the performance only
of some of the bad performing non-interpretable algorithms.
However, the best performances are achieved by the threshold-
based algorithms and boosting does not increase it. This and the
fact that they all perform similarly well leads to the conclusion
that the remaining error is noise which can only be eliminated
using additional information.

We were surprised at the bad performance of the
popular SVMs and ANNs. Therefore, we experimented with
different parameters and different kernels in this experiment.
Furthermore, we tried a feature selection, but to no avail.
There are very few studies comparing these methods with
threshold-based models in the field of multiclass credit rating.
Furthermore, the credit agencies’ processes of determining
credit ratings are unknown and differ from agency to agency.
We suspect that Creditreform’s credit rating is focused on
thresholds of account data. Therefore, threshold-based models
are more appropriate to reconstruct this credit rating using these
data sets. Other approaches from Section 2.2 would probably
increase the performance of SVMs and ANNs. However, the
small performance gain of methods from these studies compared
to the standard algorithms used in this experiment, renders it
unlikely to fill the performance gap between the former and the
threshold-based algorithms. This applies at least to this problem
and these data sets.

5.2. Model Sizes of Interpretable Models
Since all interpretable algorithms yield the best results in the first
experiment, we tried to obtain the required model size for this
comparable performance. Therefore, we examined performance
and model size for different parameters. Figure 2 and Table 6
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FIGURE 2 | Error rate and model size for different generalization parameters. A border is plotted between the results which are not significantly worse and the

results which are significantly worse than the best result. No border is plotted for the finance data set because there are no results which are significantly worse than

the best result.
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TABLE 6 | Error rate in percent and model size for different generalization

parameters.

Para. Thresholder C4.5 RIPPER

Set Err Size Err Size Err Size

(C) TRADE DATA SET.

P1 4.8 7.6 4.8 7.6 4.7 8.9

P2 4.6 7.8 5.3* 5.8 4.6 8.5

P3 4.9 7.3 5.4* 5.0 4.7 8.0

P4 4.9 6.7+ 5.4* 5.0 5.9* 5.4

P5 5.3∗ 5.4 5.4* 5.0 5.9* 5.4

P6 5.5* 5.0 5.4* 5.0 5.7* 5.1

(D) CONSTRUCTION DATA SET.

P1 8.8 8.8 8.6 9.0 8.4 9.9

P2 8.7 8.0 8.9 8.8 8.3 9.4

P3 8.6 7.4 10.5* 7.2 8.4 9.1

P4 9.0 6.9+ 11.0* 5.0 10.4* 7.1

P5 10.9* 5.3 11.0* 5.0 10.2* 5.0

P6 10.8* 5.0 11.0* 5.0 10.2* 5.0

(E) FINANCE DATA SET.

P1 16.6 5.9 16.0 6.8 16.8 9.3

P2 16.6 5.6 16.5 6.0 16.7 9.5

P3 16.9 5.3 16.5 5.0 17.0 8.9

P4 16.8 5.1 16.5 5.0 15.9 5.4

P5 16.9 4.5 16.5 5.0 17.5 4.3

P6 16.9 4.0 16.9 5.0 17.9 3.7+

A * means that this result is significantly worse than the best interpretable result (marked

with i in Table 5) for this data set. Horizontal lines separate significant from non-significant

results. The smallest model sizes which are not significantly different from each other with

an error not significantly worse than the best error for this data set are marked with a +.

show the connection of performance and model size when the
model size is decreased. They denote statistical significances
between error rates and model sizes as well.

The parameter selection for the previous comparisons is solely
based on the classification error and does not consider model
size, because we wanted to compare interpretable and non-
interpretable algorithms. Therefore, it would be unfair to choose
the winner of the similarly performing models solely based on
the model size of these experiments. As described above, we
did another experiment using different generalization parameters
to compare classification error and model size for the all-at-
once method of the Thresholder, RIPPER, and C4.5 algorithm.
Figure 2 and Table 6 show that increasing the generalization also
increases the classification error and lowers the model size at the
same time. We consider the smallest model sizes that do not
perform significantly worse than the overall best interpretable
result of this data set. This is done for each algorithm and
data set. In the following, we will refer to these smallest model
sizes as the model size of an algorithm. Thus, we can compare
the similarly performing algorithms based on their model
size.

Furthermore, we did a significance analysis for the model sizes
of each algorithm to determine models which are significantly

bigger than the smallest model. For the trade data set,
Thresholder and C4.5 models are significantly smaller than
RIPPER models. Thresholder yields the significantly smallest
models for the construction data set as well. For the finance data
set the situation is different due to the small amount of low-rated
enterprises. Using small models, these enterprises are ignored by
the learners which results in model sizes below five. Nevertheless,
these model sizes could be achieved without getting significantly
worse. For the finance data set, RIPPER models are significantly
smaller than Thresholder models. However, the advantage is
small and only significant because of the constant model sizes
of Thresholder and C4.5 over all repetitions of the experiments.
Nevertheless, the mean model size of Thresholder (5.87) is more
than one threshold smaller than the sizes of C4.5 (7.13) and
RIPPER (6.93). Although the proportions of these numbers
might seem small, it has to be taken into consideration that the
number of thresholds in these models is much smaller (3.21,
4.13, and 4.33) resulting in differences of about 25%. A reason
for the small thresholder models is probably the combination of
several multiclass methods and choosing the best ones with the
smallest model size. Another reason could be the generalization
parameter which directly allows to control the model size.

Figures 3–5 show example models for all interpretable all-
at-once algorithms for each data set. For each algorithm and
data set we picked a single model out of the 20 repetitions of
the parameter set with the biggest generalization that did not
perform significantly worse. We took the models whose model
sizes were closest to the mean model size for this algorithm, data
set, and parameter set. It can be seen that these models are small
and only contain a small number of different financial ratios.
The finding that few features are sufficient to solve financial
problems was shown before [46, 47]. Investigating these models
shows that revenue is the most important financial ratio to
classify trade and construction enterprises. Despite the fact that
revenue is of no importance for financial enterprises, missing
values (replaced by zero-values) are indeed a very important
discrimination criterion. The worse the enterprise’s rating the
more missing values seem to appear in their annual accounts.
The models catch them by using an upper threshold of or slightly
above zero and a second lower threshold of or slightly below
zero. All models displayed are of an interpretable structure and of
an interpretable size. The size of the Thresholder DNFs is lower
than or equal to the size of RIPPER DNFs and DTs. Albeit, DT
interpretability is of a different kind.

5.3. Performance of IDK-classifiers
Table 7 shows the results obtained using IDK-classifications.
Results which were significantly worse than the best interpretable
result (marked with i in Table 5) or with less than one assigned
IDK-label were intentionally left out, because we could not derive
benefit from them. The tables show the error rate, the number
of IDK-assignments, and die proportion of IDK-assignments per
misclassification.

Roughly a third of the 34 IDK-classifier results assign at
least one IDK label and are not significantly worse than the
best interpretable result. There are less for the trade (9) and
construction data sets (10) and more for the finance data
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A B C

FIGURE 3 | Example models for Thresholder DNFs built on the three data sets. (A) Trade data set model. (B) Construction data set model. (C) Finance data

set model.

D E F

FIGURE 4 | Example models for DTs built on the three data sets. (D) Trade data set model. (E) Construction data set model. (F) Finance data set model.

G

H

I

FIGURE 5 | Example models for RIPPER DNFs built on the three data sets. (G) Trade data set model. (H) Construction data set model. (I) Finance data set

model.
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TABLE 7 | Absolute number of IDK-assignments and error rate and

number of IDK-assignments per misclassifications in percent of all

learning algorithms and IDK-classifier capable multiclass methods.

Learning

algorithm

Multiclass method τ #IDK #IDK / #err err
τ=0.67

(G) TRADE DATA SET

Thresholder

All-at-once

0.67 2.8 15 4.8

0.5 2.9 15 5.0

0.3 4.3 23 5.2

One-vs-one 0.3 2.7 14 5.0

One-vs-one-direct

0.67 1.7 8 5.0

0.5 1.9 10 4.9

0.3 3.5 18 5.2

One-vs-rest-direct 0.3 2.7 14 5.1

RF One-vs-rest 5.0 30 4.8

(H) CONSTRUCTION DATA SET

Thresholder

All-at-once
0.67 3.2 8 9.3

0.5 5.4 15 8.9

One-vs-one-direct

0.67 2.4 6 9.1

0.5 3.8 10 9.1

0.3 5.6 14 9.5

One-vs-rest
0.67 3.6 9 9.5

0.5 4.3 11 9.5

One-vs-rest-direct
0.67 4.9 12 9.5

0.5 4.2 10 9.6

C4.5 One-vs-rest 2.3 6 8.3

(I) FINANCE DATA SET

Thresholder

All-at-once

0.67 10.9 19 18.0

0.5 10.7 19 17.9

0.3 8.6 16 17.4

One-vs-one

0.67 4.6 8 17.4

0.5 3.4 6 17.1

0.3 4.2 7 16.6

One-vs-one-direct
0.67 7.1 12 18.3

0.5 9.3 16 18.0

One-vs-rest

0.67 2.0 3 17.8

0.5 6.6 11 18.4

0.3 7.7 13 18.4

One-vs-rest-direct

0.67 4.8 8 18.2

0.5 8.3 14 18.0

0.3 6.8 12 17.9

C4.5 One-vs-rest 5.0 10 15.7

RIPPER One-vs-rest 14.1 27 17.3

RF One-vs-one 1.1 2 18.2

Results are left out, either if there are less than one IDK classified instances or the error

rate is significantly worse than the error rate of the best interpretable method.

set (17). As expected, increasing the IDK class weight τ leads
to a higher amount of IDK-class assignments. In return it
leads to higher error rates. However, there are results assigning
a higher number of uncertain predictions whose errors are
not significantly worse than the error of the best interpretable
result.

As mentioned above, the one-vs-rest approach is more likely
to produces a tie than the other methods, resulting in more
IDK-classifications. However, this does not hold for Thresholder
where all methods perform similarly. An explanation for this
could be the pruning of the cascaded DNF which might prune
the decisions leading to a tie.

There is only a maximum number of five IDK-classifications
in the trade and construction data set and 14 in the finance data
set which seems to be a very low number compared to the size of
a data set. Nevertheless, the purpose of this study is not to find
as many IDK-instances as possible. Correct predictions are still
the most important observations. However, it is desirable to turn
as many misclassifications as possible into IDK-classifications.
Consider that these absolute numbers of IDK-classifications
are only observed on the test data set which is 33% of the
whole data. Comparing their amount with the number of
misclassifications yields rates of 15 to 30% IDK-classifications
per misclassification without worsening the accuracy
significantly.

While performing not significantly different, RFs yield the
most IDK-classifications for the trade data set, Thresholder
for the construction data set, and RIPPER for the finance
data set. However, only Thresholder yields interpretable models
to explain these IDK-assignments. Figure 6 shows example
DNFs built by Thresholder using IDK-classification. For each
data set we selected the setting which yields the most IDK-
assignments without performing significantly worse than the
best interpretable result. The model whose number of IDK-
assignments is closest to the mean number of IDK-assignments
for this data set and settings is displayed. The trade and
finance models are similar to those in Figure 3, but with one
additional threshold which discriminates the IDK-label from
the rest. The model built on the construction data set is
much bigger. An explanation can be found in the missing
optimization of the model size as done in the experiment
above. However, we think that these models are well suited
for decision support with their additional information about
doubt.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Even though the results are empirical, we conclude that
interpretable models are well suited for classification problems in
finance. Those performed slightly better than non-interpretable
models in a prior study on insolvency prediction [3]. In this study
on credit rating interpretable models even outperformed non-
interpretable models reducing the misclassifications by about
50%. The results can be explained by the way classification
is achieved. Insolvency happens when an enterprise cannot
pay its debts which is caused by several financial factors in
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J

K

L

FIGURE 6 | Example models for Thresholder DNFs using IDK-classifications built on the three data sets. (J) Trade data set model. (K) Finance data set

model. (L) Construction data set model.

contrast to credit ratings which are at least partially man-
made classifications. We conclude that man-made classifications
are based on few thresholds, and therefore, can be detected
by threshold-based algorithms. ANNs and SVMs might build
models which are too complex for these simple rules and lead
to an overfitting of the data. The fact that less sophisticated
L-SVMs outperform P-SVMs and R-SVMs on two data sets
confirms this assumption. Furthermore, boosting which reduces
bias by building more complex models does not increase
the performance. Since all threshold-based methods perform
similarly, we expect the remaining error to be noise which cannot
be explained by the data. In fact, Creditreform gave information
that annual accounts only influence their rating by 20%. Instead,
qualitative factors like payment experiences from the past are
more important.

There are three main contributions of this paper. We
showed that threshold-based methods and interpretable methods
outperformed other methods like ANNs and SVMs in a case
study on credit rating. The second contribution is a new
interpretable multiclass method to learn DNFs by adopting
several well known multiclass methods. The classification error
of this method is similar to the other interpretable methods,
but further experiments show smaller model sizes with similar
error rates. As a third contribution, we introduce an interpretable
method to express doubt in the classification. These IDK-labels
can be used as a marker for doubtful classifications. These marks

allow for a selective application of more expensive classification
methods, e.g., classification by hand. However, simple methods
can still be applied, e.g., assigning the most critical label or
randomly choosing a label.

Practical implications of our work are that interpretable
models are well suited for some classification problems in finance.
Despite the fact that all interpretable models have a comparable
classification error, we recommend using our Thresholder
algorithm because it offers some benefits. Thresholder builds
the smallest models, it allows to adjust the amount of
interpretability by determining a maximum model size, it offers
the highest amount of IDK-assignments per misclassifications,
and it is the only algorithm that offers interpretable models for
IDK-assignments.

As future work, we would like to implement the generalization
of our multiclass method to work for more than three
classes and evaluate it accordingly. These models will get
much bigger due to logical operations on more DNFs.
Experiments will show whether the resulting cascaded DNFs
can be pruned down to an interpretable size. Furthermore,
we would like to identify additional problem statements
where interpretable models are non-inferior to interpretable
models. We suggest using sophisticated models only when it is
necessary. However, to determine this necessity it is important
to understand which problems are solvable by interpretable
models.
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